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THE 100 SERIES This is Part 4 of our Cosmic Genetics series, that has revealed much 

deeper knowledge, insight and understanding as we journeyed through the first three 

parts. Much of it on the surface corresponded with our understanding from an overview 

perspective, but filled in many of the finer points not known to us all. We continue with 

the timeline on from the last show which ended at 2004, with 2005 onward updates. 2005 

Jan - MUG 8: Evacuation standby, Starburst Initiates the Polarian Host-Rama Passage in 

response to trans-Eckasha Equari Dragon Wars. Equari, Ubys and Thetans engage here, 

and the Bourgha-Budhara activate the Triple 9 Complex. 2005 May - MUG 9: 

Evacuation engage, Starfire engages. Arc-Hub Cluster Interface Gates initiate in reaction 

to Tara/Alcyone Staff Reversal-Ecka-Veca Fall engagement. Bourgha, Thetans, Ubys 

open Bourgha Eumbic Time Rip and initiate Threshold/BeaST assimilation, Gravitron 

Staff Tilt begins, AdorA Budhara Wars. Threshold technology assimilates the BeaST 

machine. The Guardian Alliance upstep to HaahTU'r Inner Domain Hubs. Budhara attack 

Tara/Alcyone and reverse the Staff.  

 

2006 - The Stella Activation Cycle gates close early after a failed SAC, the beginning of 

the search for alternate gates. 2006 Jan - MUG 10: A 3-Day Evacuation notice in reaction 

to Bourgha/Red Dragon Alliance activation of the Earth Core Demon Seed. 2006 Feb - 

MUG 11: A 3-Day Evacuation warning Earth Core Tauren-rebirth in reaction to 

Thetans/Red Dragons activation of Threshold Complex via Demon-Seed reversal of 

Earth's Tauren. The mission had been upgraded from Templar Stewardship to Star Fire 

Evacuation. Following the announcement in January that the organic gates will be closing 

thus ending this Stellar Activation Cycle. Alternate gates will be coming on line. Since 

then there have been many gate sets engaged to try to keep ascension potential intact. The 

Guardian Alliance locate the Alon-7 Colorado site. 2006 Apr - A 9 year Expedition of 

TaKEYon Activation Cycle to override Thetan/Red Dragon activation of the Threshold 

Spiral. The Takeyon cycle is a Key Generation cycle. Aurora Fire crystal are part of 

natural takeyon cycles. When Aurora Fire crystals are activated, they allow for the 

natural gateways of energy between not only the full anatomy of the Etora side, but also 

the Adora side to open. The Alon-7 Colorado site secured. 2006 May - The Hibernation 

Zones go red, as HZ Beli-Mahatma, Saxony & Paracletes break the Melchizedek Cloister 

Emerald Order Amnesty Contracts. Shasta-Telos enter Red-Dragon Alliance and turn HZ 

grids over to Bourgha-Budhara. Telos is stated to be a former Lemuria underground city 

in Mount Shasta. It was said that Telos was a portal to Lemuria, they are said to inhabit 
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tunnels of dead volcanoes after their land was destroyed. Several documented cases of 

alleged encounters include the following. 1904: J.C. Brown, an explorer for a British 

mining company, reported that he discovered a cavern in the side of the mountain that 

held a giant skeleton with hieroglyphics on its walls. 1932: Edward Lanser sighted a clan 

of people garbed in white robes with a vast amount of gold that was living on Shasta’s 

higher elevations. 1934: Abraham Mansfield said he met a tribe of Lemurians who had 

dug tunnels connecting Mount Shasta with the Bluff Creek region. 1972: A San Jose man 

sighted a reptilian hominid, others saw dwarfs, hairy humanoids and white robed giants. 

According to Hopi legend, Mount Shasta, an extinct volcano, is the home of the Lizard 

People. Do you still want to go to the Gateway of Hell, known as Mount Shasta? People 

like Wilcock, Goode, Moulton-Howe and Greer all telling you it was a place of 

enlightenment, it was harvesting and implanting all that went there. 2006 Jun - MUG 12: 

The Starfire-KRYSTHL River Host initiates, in reaction to Red Dragon/Thetan 

amplification of Eumbic Time Rip and the activation of the Threshold-7 Tower Network 

in Arizona, while Green Dragons push for the 777-Caduceus alignment. The Guardian 

Alliance upstep 6 to the M31 Andromeda Urtha-Sala Bhendi and the Aquafereion Adashi 

Councils. 2006 Sep-Dec - The Aquafereion Adashi Councils announce the appointment 

and initiation of the 3 Guardian Alliance - MCEO-Adashi Speaker Apprentices. They 

begin a period of life tests from the Adashi-Adept Councils, should they choose to accept 

their mission. 2006 Dec - The Guardian Alliance locate Shalon-7 site in Arizona. There 

are dates or events after 2006 listed are for reference only. Once the SAC failed and as a 

result of countless events and free will choices. This event horizon is increasingly 

unpredictable and no longer aligns with several dates or events reported in the 

contemporary teaching materials translated prior to 2006.  

 

2007 - E'Asha is upgraded to translate the Al-HumBhra Crystal Disks. 2007 Jan - MUG 

13: The Starfire KRYSTHL River Host early activation of Earth’s Aquafereion Shield, 

The Shield of Aquafereion is a surrogate host shield for Earth Gyrodome and Spanner 

Gate 7 in Arizona. The 12 Tribes classes begin and initiate Rashallah Shield activation all 

in response to Red Dragon activation of Micca-Mecca-Eumbic Time Rip Complex via 

Solar Core Gates. The early activation of Earth's Aquafereion Shield, KRYSTHL River 

Host and Gyrodome successfully blocks the Red Dragon attempt to activate Metatronic 

Threshold 7 Central Tower in Tempe, Arizona, attempting to control the Aquari-Spanner-

7 and Mesa, Scottsdale, Phoenix grid network. KRYSTHL River Prayer calls in and 

anchors the frequency spectra and Host Councils of the Tri-Matrix KRYSTHL River 

Host. Which activates and draws in the KRYSTHL Spiral frequency streams from the 3 
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Eckasha Matrices in the KRYSTHL River Host, Aquareion, WesaLA & M31-

Andromeda/Aquinos. The Veca RA-sha-EL Hub Activation 1. The activation of the 

Shield of Aquafereion in the DNA of many individuals all over Earth in past, present, and 

future time, for those who carry Aquafereion NaVA-Ho Spanner Gate DNA coding. It 

generates Trans-Time, Trans-Harmonic planetary Scalar Standing Wave disc, that runs 

through the Aurora Continuum and the planes of Earth as a Host Shield filling in missing 

frequencies. Specifically, the collective beings who have this genetic profile, carry the 

full-spectrum Tri-Matrix DNA Codes of the AquafarE/Aquinos Guardian Aquari race 

from the Aquareion Matrix, from as far back as 450 billion years ago. Which is prior to 

the infection of this matrix by the assimilation virus, as well as the Aquari/Angelic 

Human Indigo hybrid race line from 13,400 - 10,500 BC. Progressive activation begins of 

the 12 Feathers of Aquafereion DNA upgrade orchestrated by Tri-Matrix KRYSTHL 

River Host, to return Seeding 2 NaVAho Spanner codes to the Seeding 3 Angelic Human 

DNA. 2007 Feb - MUG 14 The Arc of Aquari-Aquareion M31 Host anchors. The Tri-

Matrix KRYSTHL River Host cooperative introduced as a KRYSTic Intervention Team 

Collective formed 450 billion years ago, of beings from the Aquareion, WesaLA and 

AdonA-EyanA Founders Races of our Eckasha. The Aqualene Transmission which is a 

blended, braided trans-harmonic Spectral frequency current, that creates a frequency 

bridge to downstep the frequency spectra of the Tri-Matrix KRYSTHL River Host. The 

Arc of Aquari, aqua colored current in the Aqualene Transmisison. 2007 Mar 25th - The 

murder of Sol. The Solar Core Gates and the Solar Prana Seed compact, which begins 

Solar Bhardoah death as a result of the Red Dragon activation of the Threshold Micca-

Mecca Network Solar Gate Interface. MUG 15: Load out Evacuation begins, the 

Aquareion Hub-AnShaTAsa Passage and the Aqualene Sun Buffer activate due to the 

Red Dragon murder of Sol. A stand down order issued by KRYSTic Councils to the 

Bourgha & Bourgha-Budhara, regarding their warring and related activation of Threshold 

Micca-Mecca. A warning that the effects of the Aqualene Buffer would ricochet their 

attack currents, triggering rapid KaLE-DEma in their home Matrix. The Aquelene sun 

which is pale turquoise in color, is a frequency that has been progressively activated 

through activation of the Spanner gates sets, which allows the Kristiac frequency to come 

in and form a buffer field with the Aurora field. 2007 Apr - MUG 16: The Aurora 

Platforms initiate opening and Earth's Aquafereion Shield engages, Prana Exchange for 

the first time, as a reaction to the Bourgha-Budhara takeover of the Red Dragon and the 

resulting attempts to use the Spanner 7 to invade Urtha. The Prana Exchange is the 

natural breathing process by which the RashLAe body breathes in the inner currents into 

the outer domains, to keep that stream of consciousness and the stream of life force 
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energy alive, coming from Source. 2007-May - MUG 17A: A 4 Year Leap, the Spanner 

Gate-7, the Na-VA-HO Passage and the LA'HE de Luna Window open 4 years early, in 

reaction to Red Dragon attempt to capture Spanner-7 by activating Caduceus Gate 7. This 

MUG also included Gyrodome, Aqualene Sun Buffer Level 1 activation and the opening 

of Level-1 of the Aurora Slide Zone, and the Ascension Code upgrade to the Seeding 2 

KRYSTHL-Heart Na-VA-HO Passage Gate codes. 2007 Jun - MUG 17B: The KAmu-

NaVA-Hosa activation, the RashaLE Rings 1-15 open and Shalon-7 Colorado, the 

adjugate site is on St. Kitts, formerly known as Salvage Island. MUG 18: The Eye of God 

sacred passage opens in Aquafereion Shield, in response to the planned 7/7/7 Live Earth 

Caduceus Rod "Big Ankh" Activation by the Green Dragons, who were trying to beat the 

Red Dragons' activation. The Green Dragons petition for the Guardian Alliance 

assistance to help block the Red Dragons. The Hydrolase living water H2O2HE3 is 

introduced. Hydrolase is an eternally living substance or living water on Density 3. 2007 

Jul - MUG 19: 12:12 Spanner/Arc Hub Cluster Gates, Sala-KaLE/Sala-Aira Chambers, 

LA'HE de Luna Grande and Sala Caduceus Sheath activation in reaction to DhaLA-

LUma Path and DhaLA Ka-Rista Body. The Green Dragons went to war with the Red 

Dragons and took over the big Ankh of the Caduceus network, through live Earth 

concerts in 7 locations on 7 continents on July 7th 2007, attempting to create a 3 day 180 

pole shift. Red Dragons the red army? he ponders. The DhaLA-LUma path is ascension 

and a full turn around of the Adashi Master path. The DhaLA Ka-Rista Body is the full 

Krystar body or the manifest body of the Kryst, which is 100% spirit form. A being fully 

transcendent Krysted existence.  2007 Aug - 2008 Jan - Stage 1 of Starfire, KaLE Hara. 

2007 Aug - MUG 20: Hosted the Solar Symbiosis Initiation, Earth's HarA-KRYSTa 

Chamber, Urtha's LA'HE de Sala Grand Window open allowing for a September 2007 

kick-start of Hosted Solar Symbiosis for the Salvage-Resurrection. A Solar symbiosis 

allows you to convert some of the radiation from sunlight into usable Joule energy. Solar 

symbiosis is where the process of hydrolase is made. It allows for the chemical changes 

in the body that allow for the atomic structure, the cellular structure to transmute, turn to 

light and the re-manifest itself elsewhere.  

 

Cosmic Evolutionary Cycle, 3-part KaLE-Hara turnaround at the end of the KaLA 

Eyugha End Cycle, I think that is the Kali Yuga, KaLE-KRYSTa Cycle, KaLA-

KRYSTar Cycle, Starfire Stage-2 KaLA-KRYSTSa-Bharda all introduced. The 

anchoring the Sala-KaLE-KRYSTa wave and the opening the Chambers of KaLE. The 

DhaLA-LUma activation. The Sala-Sira Chambers open. MUG 21: An 8 year Leap 1st 

Resurrection, the DhaLA-KaLAea Chamber Opens. The HaRA KRYSTa Chamber 
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(Vertical), KaLE Hara Chamber (Horizontal) and the DhaLA-KaLAah Chamber (front-

back) are introduced. Raising the Eiradonis resurrection technique, the RashaLAe Rings 

13-15 are open. 2007 Sep - MUG 22: Solar Symbiosis manual kick start and the 

Planetary Hall of Records/Shala-13 open. The Path of the ring of fire, the Path of Mercy, 

the stepback path or the path of Dha-Le-luma. The ring of fire refers to the Shala 13 

Gates at the core of each stellar body where there is an opening of the Eiron Point, that 

occurs right when the Bhardoah ends, and Nova begins in the Sun. Jesheua 12 physical 

return to Earth announced. The 1st Hydrolase conversion in Earth's Aquafereion Shield. 

The Aurora 3 Ocean City Slide Gates Open. The Aurora 2 Cloud Cities Slide Gates 

Open. The Aurora 1 Subterranean Cities Slide Gates Open. A 40-year time leap. The re-

opening of the Earth's organic Akashic Record/Planetary AdorA Hall of Records. The 

Akashic is a natural memory record on the Adora side, that holds the Divine Blueprint for 

our Adora side. The Ecoushic is a natural memory record on the Etora side, and holds the 

core memory imprint on the Adora side. The opening the Personal Hall of Records. 2007 

Sept 21-25 - The Planetary Hall of Records Akashic opens. Many people think the Hall 

of Records is a room filled with ancient books or records, that is located in the Sphinx. It 

is not a room, it is an electro-magnetic phenomenon of digital information download 

from the higher dimensional fields, that opens to release the data download into the 

electro-magnetic fields of earth. Once opened, humans with sufficient Silicate Matrix 

DNA activation, can transduce the data through their bio-energetic fields for conscious 

translation. The access point for releasing the electro-magnetic seals, the seals work like a 

computer pass word is under the Sphinx, and is easily accessed via projection from the 

King's Chamber in the Great Pyramid. The ancients knew all of this, and used it well. 

2007 Oct - MUG 23: The Galactic Host Aquinous AquAelle Codes and the clearing of 

the Caduceus-BeaST-666 Seal. The Codes of AquAelle these are referred to as the 

Jesheua codes that bring into activation of the 12 Galactic Jha-ia Suns or the 12 Universal 

Star Gates with the Aquinos Universe, the M31 Galaxy. The merging of those two then 

hosts us in the AquAelle Aquino Ascension-Host Universe. 2007 Nov - MUG 24: The 

Universal Reishiac Record and the blocking of the Caduceus-BeaST-666-Grid 

triangulation. 2007 Dec - MUG 25: The Galactic Arcturian Bypass Bridge of Sol and the 

Ring of Fire Core. The Aquafereion Host Shield enters Starfire Stage 1 KaLE Hara 

Cycle. The Aquareion Matrix amplifies Shalon-7. A DNA Template upgrade for 1/3 of 

the Earth Angelic Humans from 12 strand to 24 strand Indigo 2 capacity. A DNA 

Template upgrade for 1/3 of the Earth Indigo 2 from 24 to 48 strand Indigo1/Urtha 

ascension capacity. GLOW  
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2008 - Wormwood was scheduled to pass into our solar system. 2008 Jan - MUG 27: 

Stage 2A KaLA-KRYSTa Barda and the load out evacuation link. The White Daisy and 

the Rigelian-Zeta Invasion intended to trigger pole reversal. The Guardian Alliance 

upstep 7A to various Councils. MUG 28: Earth Changes red alert Omega Code and the 

early opening of the Adjugate 13 Kitts Core Gate. The Omega Kill Code released in the 

grids by the White Dragons. The Omega Kill Code is an electromagnetic code that is like 

an electromagnetic virus, that was meant initially to take out the Aquari-Indigo Shield on 

Earth to stop them activating the Host, and to wake up their fallen Angelic sites, so that 

everything would go at once. This would cause terrible Earth changes and to roll the 

hibernation zones into Earth within 7-10 days. It was meant to split the Rod, and that will 

literally crack the tectonic, not teutonic plates and send us into a catastrophic wipe out 

very quickly. Rods? tectonic plates? and the Omega system? which incidentally re-

appeared 3 loops later to the month, now where have we heard that before? The early 

activation of the Shield of Solomon. 2008 Feb - MUG 29: The Dhani Awakening 1 the 

Star of Solomon, the White Dragon official Disclosure invasion. The Dhani awakening is 

about waking up the center of the core of the shield, for those beings the carry the codes 

of the AdorA 10, which would allow them to activate the Star of Solomon and the Shield 

of Solomon. The Dhani Ring is at the center of the Aquafereion Shield, that when 

activated allows portions of the Earth to pick up the Base Pulse Rhythm enough to catch 

the Host. The Host is almost like a half way house. The early opening of the NET Earth's 

Bhardoah Chamber, the Gha-fa Line and the Eiradhani Breathing Tube. The Median 

Earth's Rod of Paladia merges into the NET Earth fontanels. Initiating the opening of the 

Median Earth Ascension/Bhardoah Chamber and initiating closing of the Caduceus Earth 

Bhardoah Chamber. 2008 Mar - MUG 30: The Green Hibernation Zone Evacuations, the 

Atlantean Hibernation Zone Gates close. The opening of the Median Earth Bhardoah 

Chamber and the closing of the Caduceus Earth Bhardoah Chamber both completed. 

2008 May - 2047 - Stage 2 of the Starfire, KaLA-KRYSTa. 2008 May 22-27 - The Solar 

Bhardoah Ring Wave 1. Bhardoah means backflow, it is backflow return of energy back 

into your own Ah-Jha body and into the Gha-Fa body. The Gha-Fa is part of our 

anatomy, part of the spirit body anatomy, our infrasound body. 2008 May - MUG 31: The 

Synchronized Rod-Spin Acceleration, the Omega Sink-Hole Block and the Aqualene Sun 

Buffer field transmutes Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 1. 2008 Jun - 2012 Jan - The Earth's 

Primary Vortex 6 opens in the Caucasus Mountains, Russia. 2008 Jul - MUG 32: The 

Treaty of Al-Ben'-Yhan. 2008 Aug - MUG 33: The Al-Ben'-Yhan 1, the Green Dragons 

deliver 2/3 of the Threshold-Caduceus-7/Shalon-7 Arizona Glass Tower Grids. The 

Allur-E'ah Rashatan Code introduced. 2008 Sept - MUG 34: The Al-Ben'-Yhan 2, the 
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Green Dragons deliver 2/3 of Threshold-Cadeceus-7/Kalon-7 Virginia Beach Glass 

Tower Grids, the Labyrinth East USA Watchtower Interface Control to the Guardian 

Alliance. The Freedom PSONNs Labyrinth Wave-Run. The Planetary Hall of Records 

Akashic Record, the AdorA Akashic Record on this the EtorA side opens. MUG 35: The 

Al-Ben'-Yhan 3, the Green Dragons deliver 2/3 of the Threshold-Caduceus Watchtower 

anchor shield Pine Island Florida Glass Tower Grids. The Florida-Caribbean-Gulf of 

Mexico control. 2008 Sep - 2008 Oct - The MCEO Speakers 1 & 2 secure the 

Watchtower property and the transfer of the Shalon-7 property. 2008 Nov - MUG 36: 

The Leap-shift-2, BPR alignment and the Al-Ben'-Yhan 4, the Green Dragons deliver the 

sleeper vote to stop the intended White/Red Dragon coup of the US elections. MUG 37: 

The Al-Ben'-Yhan 5, the Green Dragons deliver first 1/3 of the Threshold-Caduceus 

Watchtower anchor shield. The Elemental Command 1/3 activation and the Median Earth 

Grail door opens. The Guardian Alliance upstep 7B to various Councils. 2008 Dec - 

MCEO Speakers 1 & 2 relocated to Pine Island, Florida, the Watchtower. 2009 Jan - 

MUG 38: The Al-Ben'-Yhan 6, the Green Dragons deliver the second 1/3 of the 

Threshold-Caduceus Watchtower Anchor Shield and Elemental Command. The 

Watchtower and Solomon Shield network 2/3 activation, the Solomon Shield expansion, 

the Earth Gate Networks 2/3 Reclaim on Solomon Host, NET-Earth Grail window opens, 

the 1st Aquai'-ah de So-La'-RA LU'na AshalA Elemental living light transmission. 

Aquafereion Shield raised to 75% ShaLAah Light Quotient. AshalA Daily 12:12 Solar-

Lunar Ah-VE'-yas auto transmissions begin. White Dragon's attempt to reopen Omega 

sink hole which results in earthquakes. The Guardian Alliance upstep 7C to various 

Councils. 2009 Feb - Mar - Stewardship of Alon-7 Colorado House transferred. 2009 

Mar - The fail safe Councils commissioned for observation and testing of various GA-

MCEO Councils. 2009 Apr - MUG 39: The Great Leap Shift 3, the 6-3-3-3 Great 

Crossover Host essential alignment initiation, the Al-Ben'-Yhan 7, the Green Dragons 

assist in the Watchtower Shield with 1/6th Quantum pull back, the NET Earth GrUal 

reclaim, Middle-Earth Edonic Bud-Gate and NET Earth Grail Door Open, the Aurora 

Continuum comes online with Shield of Solomon Host and NET Earth's 5/6th Templar. 

2009 Apr - Leap Year back, Run regenesis Edonic Healing and Ascension potential 

comes to NET Earth for the first time ever. 82% Light Quotient Ah-JhU-na initiation 

transmission. The Guardian Alliance upstep 7D Edonic Amenti-Middle-Earth central 

actuality dominion, E-dO'-ni Ma-sha-yah Ah-JhU'-na Adashi Time-Travel Adepts. 2009 

May 22-27 - The Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 2. 2009 May - MUG 40A Opening the Tri-

Universal Mashaya-Hana Vortex Arms. The Aquafereion Shield enters MaShaYah fold 

1, initiating upgrade from Melchizedek Cloister Priesthood to the first stages of 
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KRYSTic Adashi Mashaya-Hana Priest Caste Councils. The Guardian Alliance Council 

upstep 8 to Mashaya-Hana Hub Councils of the Aquareion Matrix. 2009 Jul - The 

Bourgha-BudhAea BrUhan White Dragon attack on the Watchtower grids occurs, during 

the July 4-5 gathering at the home of Speaker 1 & Speaker 2 on Pine Island. The 

Bourgha-BudhAea BrUhan White Dragon Equari become administrative leaders of the 

Fall teams, and activate Alpha-Omega Rod bases and wormhole networks, plus initiate 

Symbiote Alpha pulse assault on the Aquafereion Shield. The Mashaya-Hana Councils 

initiate extraction procedures for those effected by symbiote pulse. The 1st Fall White 

Dragon Equari stand with the Mashaya-Hana Councils against Bourgha-BudhAea. The 

GA-MCEO activates Shield of Solomon and the related Arc-Hub Star-gate interface 

networks. The Shield of Solomon is referred to as the Shield of Absolute Mercy, the 

Shield of AdorA referring to the AdorA side, the spirit body side. The Shield of Solomon 

will for 220 years keep the Omega Code from ripping the crust apart. It, also downloads 

the entire set of the 48 strand Codes that will allow even a Fallen Angelic to pick up a 

final opportunity to have the Codes, anchor the Host and get out. The Aquafereion Shield 

achieves essential alignment MetaGalactic-6, Galactic-1, 1/2 Octant-1. 2009 Aug - MUG 

41: The Stardust-Eiron Flow, the Stardust wave, the Atomic Mirror and Solar-Galactic 

mirror in the sky and 15 Silver seed plasma ships. 2009 Sep - The GA-MCEO engage 

Official Disclosure protocol. 2009 Oct - MUG 42: The Lohas Sphere of Destiny event, 

moving the Sphere of Amenti and the Arc of the Covenant Passage from Giza to Ireland. 

The 1st activation of 3, Stairway to Heaven transharmonic Merkaba gateways and the 

projection doorway. The Essential Crossover alignment of the Shield of Solomon and 

Watchtower Network. The early activation of the Silver Seed awakening in the 

Aquafereion Shield. The Aquafereion Shield initiates Density 1 Met-NET Freeze bio-

immunity.  

 

2010 Jan - Jul 2010 The AmorAea KRYSTHL Temples, the Monadic Passage and 

Galactic Spiral Alignments. MUG 43: Aquafereion Shield Stardust Blue Trans-harmonic 

Merkaba activation the Temples of Eira open and Met-NET Freeze immunity engages. 

GA Council Upstep 9 to other Councils. Aquafereion Shield upgrade from Tri-Universal 

Mashaya-Hana Priest Caste of the KRYSTHL River Host to Tri-Universal Mashaya-

Hana Master Councils. The Bourgha-BudhAea White Dragons link their Alpha-Omega 

control base in Cuba, with the Drakonian Spear of Destiny in Haiti which results in the 

Haiti earthquakes. I wonder whether that control base in Cuba is in Guantanamo? 

shattering the alt media delusionals that, that is being used for the light. Or it could be in 

the underwater base on the SW of Cuba. Who were the first into Haiti after that event? 
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select US Military and the Clinton's, which reveals who they work for. 2010 Feb - The 

White Dragons Wha-JhE-A-Ta activate the Broken Arrow Site in Peru resulting in the 

Chilean Earthquake. The Watchtower Property related to Shield of Solomon is sold. 2010 

Mar - GA-MCEO Speaker 1 & 2 purchase Arrow 12 Myakka House. 2010 Mar-Apr - 

Planetary mirror in the sky begins building in NET Earth's Atomic base and atmosphere. 

2010 Apr - MUG 44: Aquafereion Shield Starlight Gold Trans-Harmonic Merkaba 

Activation, Temples of Mana Amenti-AmorAea, and EtorA-Monadic-2 KRYSTHL 

Temples Open. Ah-SA-Yas Orb reservoir opens. The Gulf of Mexico oil spill is a cover-

event for White Dragons attempting to link the Gravitron BeaST machine to the Alpha-

Omega Spear of Destiny Broken Arrow sites. A Met-NET Purge. 2010 May - GA 

Council Upstep 10 to other Councils. MUG 45: Aquafereion Shield Golden-Silver one 

silver seed Trans-Harmonic Merkaba activation, Temples of ManU Mashaya-Hana. 

EtorA-Monadic-3 KRYSTHL Temples open, Wha-YA-yas Gates of Adashi open. The 

Mashaya-Hana healing wave anchors, Density 3 & Density 5 higher Earth KRYST blend 

wave activates. KRYSTHL Path of Freedom activates and merges with Net Earth. 2010 

May 22-27 - The Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 3. 2010 Jul - The NET Earth Host Grids, 

Shield of Solomon, Watchtower Network, Alon-7, Shalon-7, Arrow-12 and AmorAea 

KRYSTHL Temples all enter MetaGalactic 6, Galactic 2 accretion cycle at 2/3rds Octant 

3 of the Essential Crossover alignment. 2010 Aug - MUG 46: Activation of the Ah-yah-

YA' Stream, and Al-Ben'-Yhan 8. The Green Dragons provide 1st assist in merging 

KRYST blend wave with Met-NET Broadcast network via the biosphere. GA Council 

upstep 11 to Councils of Ah-yah'-RhU' CosMAyah. The activation of the Covenant of 

Ah-yah-RhU'. 2010 Oct - MUG 47: The Al-Ben'-Yhan 9. The Green Dragons provide 

2nd assist to blend the KRYST wave with the Met-NET Broadcast Network via the 

Mother Maya Matrix. 2011 Apr - The KRYST Council upstep to other Councils and the 5 

Elemental Commands. 2011 May 22-27 - The Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 4. 2011 Aug - 

The KRYST Council upstep to Fail Safe Councils, and Al-Hum-Bhra Magistracy 

Councils of Cosminyahas. The Brents-de-Leu'ra False Plasma Ray anchors in Earth's 

Metatronic Seed Atom in Andorra, then anchors in the Watchtower Control and the 

Shield of Solomon reversing it. The activation of the Covenant of AL-Hum-Bhra. 2011 - 

Aug 8th - The Shield of Solomon partial reversal. 2012 - 2912 - Two become Three 

become One DhA-yafication. Possibly linked to the 2 or 3 worlds we have covered in our 

shows. 2012 Jan - 2017 Jun - The Earth's Primary Vortex 7 opens in the Andes 

Mountains, South America. 2012 May - The Great Split officially occurs at core shield of 

the Aquafereion, Indigo, Angelic Human Shield. AnShaTAsa Passage begins reversing 

into Toral Rift Time-Warp. The An-Sha-TA sa passage is a host field that is run from the 
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Aquios Hub, which is strong enough to allow Earth, the Sun and other planets in our 

system to be held within that Host system. 2012 May 22-27 - The Solar Bhardoah Ring 

Wave 5. 2012 Aug - 2013 Dec - The AnShaTAsa Passage continues to accelerate it's 

reversal, draining quantum from the DhA-Yah-TEi Plane gates. 2012 Dec - ShAlon-7 

pulled into shield reversal by reversing the ANShaTAsa Passage. 2013 Feb - Alon-7 

pulled into shield reversal by reversing the ANShaTAsa Passage. 2013 May 22-27 - The 

Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 6. 2014 May 22-27 - The Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 7. 2015 

May 22-27 - The Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 8. 2015 Aug-Sept - The Black Road the 

Toral Rift activation, SP1 walks the Black Road. 2015 Sept - Pope leads gatherings of 

large crowds of people who traveled from all around the planet to Phi-Ex sites NY, 

Washington & Philadelphia. Hmm. 2016 May 22-27 - The Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 9. 

2017 - An appointment for Earth civilizations, planned mass ascension wave as part of 

the Amenti Project. 2017 May 22-27 - The Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 10. 2017 Jun - 

2022 Jan - The Earth's Primary Vortex 7 closes in the Andes Mountains, South America. 

2018/19/20/21/22 all on May 22-27 - The Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave 11, 12, 13, 14 and 

15 took place. 2022 Jan - 2025 Jun - The Earth's Primary Vortex 6 closes in the Caucasus 

Mountains. 2025 Jun - 2029- Jun - The Earth's Primary Vortex 5 closes in Machu Piccu, 

Peru. 2029 Jun - 2035 Jan - The Earth's Primary Vortex 4 closes in Giza, Egypt. 2035 Jan 

- 2038 Jun - The Earth's Primary Vortex 3 closes in the Himalayan Mountains. 2038 Jun - 

2042 Jun - The Earth's Primary Vortex 2 closes in Jerusalem. 2042 Jun - 2047 Jun - The 

Earth's Primary Vortex 1 closes in the Painted Desert, Arizona. 2047-2051 - Urtha 

Starfires. 2052 - 2225 - Stage 3 of Starfire, HaRA-KRYSTa. 2230 - 3230 - Stage 4 of 

Starfire, HarA-KRYSTyanna Hydrolase conversion cycle. 2976 - A potential Earth 

Cataclysm. 3233 - 3333 - Stage 5 of Starfire, Reisha KRYSTara. 3333 - The Reishaic 

Tractor Beam. 4230 - Would have been Earth's SAC opening. However, this was pushed 

earlier to 2012 by the Assimilation Agenda done by the fall forces activities in 13,400 BC 

and 10,948 BC. 4230 - 6443 - The Zeta/Dracos successfully overtake Earth and time 

travel back to 1926. In my understanding outside of time the current date is around 

12,000AD. 6520 - The time given for existence of the Center for Advanced Inter-

dimensional communication on Median Earth. 7532 - Humans left on Earth embodying 

enough frequency would have traveled to the future parallel Earth of HU2, if the Amenti 

had worked. DREAM ON  

 

TECHNOLOGY SECTION: The APIN grid networks were designed in the shapes of 

creatures, for instance, animals, birds, so that when viewed by ET's from space using 

photo-radionic equipment, they can be seen and immediately identified. In some cases, 
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these shapes are representative of the creators. This plan of the ETs, of having a creature 

extension of themselves on Earth, gives them an awareness connection line to this planet. 

This is a feature of mind and consciousness which the average person is unfamiliar with. 

The first APINs were created 5.5 million years ago by advanced Guardian Founder races. 

The Leonine race created the Great White Lion, and the Avian race created its companion 

the Golden Eagle. To give support to Earth to prevent an evolutionary descent that, left 

unattended, was a certainty. These benevolent APIN's interface with and reinforce by 

resonance, the original blueprints underlying all creation. By supporting the Earth’s inner 

morphogenetic structure, and its blueprint DNA and codes, these grids correspondingly 

support the DNA and consciousness of all life on the planet. In particular, aiding the 

civilization and planet through the ascension cycles. The APIN components are generally 

linked up using a crystalline-based technology, like embedding computer microchips into 

the Earth into a selected format. The Guardians have used them for free-energy systems, 

climate stabilization, healing, interstellar communications and broadcasting networks. 

The philanthropic networks are: the Great White Lion, the Four Faces of Man, the Blue 

Oxen and the Golden Eagle. However, the latter two were hijacked by the invader ET's 

and the Golden Eagle was renamed by them, the White Eagle. And so the American bald 

eagle is a symbol of the ET invaders, not for us. Oops I guess I just ruined that as well. 

The systems controlled by the invader ET's are: the Phoenix, Falcon, Serpent, Dragon, 

Dove, NET, NDC-grid, and then the White Eagle and Blue Oxen. All these systems are 

energized during the ascension, the Stella activation cycles every planetary time cycle of 

26,556 years. That is, when the mechanics of the ascension process are functioning 

properly, which hasn’t been the case for eight previous time cycles. Some of these global 

grids, such as the NDC, are activated by artificially applied scalar sonic pulses.  

 

The Great White Lion and the Golden Eagle were created by the pure races and Guardian 

Founders, the Lion APIN by the Elohei Leonine Christos races, and the Eagle APIN by 

the Seraphei Avian races. The Elohim and Seraphim are slightly digressed from the 

Elohei and Seraphei, these two branches form the main lineages. Some of the Elohim 

then further degenerated into the Anu-Elohim, who created the invader Anunnaki to stop 

human guardians, the human race is not a product of this line but more directly from the 

Elohei. The Seraphei digressed to the Seraphim, this lineage is the Anunnaki origin, the 

bird people and the reptilian species. Thus, the Lion APIN is in the image of the Leonine 

race. The Sphinx, which originally had a lion’s head, was built as a tribute to the Leonine 

Founders, the resistance Anunnaki defiled and altered it. The heart of the Lion APIN is 

located at the 12-dimensional energy centre, the node, stargate portal is in France. It 
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stabilizes the 12 primary vertical axiatonal lines. The Golden Eagle is anchored on the D8 

stargate which is the control centre. It stabilizes the 12 primary horizontal ley lines. The 

Lion is the Guardian of the North and South, and the Eagle the Guardian of the East and 

West.  

 

In 75,000 BC the Dragon APIN was created by the Drakonian groups. Its head extends 

into far Eastern Siberia, China and Japan, and its body reaches into South America. It 

runs on reverse D10 current and forms a connection between Earth and descended planets 

in the Phantom Matrix. Rebel Drakonian's aim to defeat both the Guardians and the UIR 

in the 2000-2017 final battle.  

 

The Serpent APIN was also created during this period by the Pleiadian-Nibiruian 

Anunnaki. This APIN runs on D 4-5-11 reverse current and connects to Phantom Nibiru 

and other planets via the Phoenix wormhole in the Bermuda Triangle. It uses spike-site 

implant technology and links with the Nibiru Diodic Crystal and Giza. Recent activation 

of that technology began around the 1700s. This got me pondering and as above so below 

it seems, as the Lion and Eagle runs North and South, East and West symbolizing our 

Matrix and Solar system I explained as 6-12 and 3 to 9 on the clock. The Dragon system 

runs 11-5 going from Siberia to S. America. The Serpent system goes 1 to 8 or 9. All of 

which coincides with the Galactic Matrix systems.  

 

The Nibiru Diodic Crystal grid was set up in 25,500 BC, by the Pleiadian-Nibiruian 

Andromie-Anunnaki. The Crystal was inserted deep in the Earth’s crust under where 

Stonehenge was later built, to counteract the NDC energies. Such crystals are as tall as 

many stories of a building. The NDC is activated from Battlestar Wormwood, which acts 

as a relay station for scalar sonic beams from the planet Nibiru. Also, the 24 Nibiru 

Crystal Temples within Earth can be used to keep it running. The energies spiral up from 

the Crystal to the Earth’s surface, then expand out through 16 arms which carry 

programmes for creating and perpetuating the massive DNA mutation, in the so-called 

junk DNA present in all life on this planet. As this wheel of spokes spins, primarily 

achieved by reversing the planets Merkaba, with double spiral oscillation and altering its 

spin rates. This mechanism reverses codes in the Earth’s grids. Stonehenge when in 

operation had a special geometry to block the Crystal energies. These crystals were 

implanted from Nibiru to mutate the DNA and keep it locked in a lower frequency band 

of consciousness. It also it misdirects energy to siphon and steal energy from the living 

planetary bodies. The Nibiruians keep their planetary Templar and Star Gates functional, 
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by drawing energy from other Living planetary bodies via unnatural External 

Merkaba Field linking. Which are Merkaba structures that are external to or not naturally 

a part of the intrinsic D-12 Christos Divine Blueprint for our Time Matrix. Now you 

understand why I questioned Merkabas in part 3. I believe it has to be 12+1, as I found 

out this week there is the possibility the 12 Maji Grail lines were not the full quota either, 

and that had 12 + 1 as well.  

 

This NDC-grid is part of the larger Canadian so-called Michael-Mary Turnstile Matrix, in 

which several smaller wheels operate in North America. This control system now 

includes the White Eagle APIN and is used to broadcast subliminal mind-control scalar 

programmes, which is HAARP. The NDC photo-sonic pulses block and reverse the 

polarity in some of the Earth’s axiatonal vertical and Ley line horizontal grids, creating a 

checkerboard of alternate active and dormant frequencies and named the Checkerboard 

Matrix. This has created a huge so-called checkerboard mutation in all life on Earth in 

much of the junk DNA. The NDC-grid can be used for a pole shift which was the 

intention, that was disconnected in 2002 from Wormwood by ET meditation techniques, 

applied at certain specific sites by Indigo humans working with the Guardian ET's. The 

Anunnaki then utilized the 24 Crystal Temples again, but the Indigo team deactivated the 

Crystal Temples one by one. The NDC could still be effective by running off the 

additional NDC on parallel Earth, even planets have a separate polarity as with particles 

and antiparticles. The UIR attempted to activate all of the Canadian Michael-Mary 

Turnstile Matrix and use it to re-link the Stonehenge NDC-grid to Wormwood, to give 

sufficient power to blend the Falcon and Phoenix wormholes and put all their APIN's on 

line. The powerful scalar sonic pulses used in this attempt, created sufficient disturbance 

in the Earth to manifest the unprecedented Hurricane Andrew. The techniques/drills are 

referred to as Round Tables, and that King Arthur and his Indigo team were continuing 

this same mission, the Christos Realignment Mission of attempting to disconnect 

Wormwood, from where Jesheua 12 left off. The techniques apply a 12-code pulse which 

corrects the reversals and misalignment making the NDC-grid ineffective.  

 

The NET, the Nibiru Electrostatic Transduction field, was anchored into Earth using the 

NDC and Nibiru Crystal Temple Network, during the Luciferian Rebellion in 25,500 BC. 

By impinging scalar sonic pulses at the Earth’s inner grid system, an interference pattern 

or electrostatic force-field was created enshrouding the Earth. This NET has the effect of 

buffering or stopping incoming and outgoing signals, in particular to the higher 

dimensions, creating a kind of quarantine. It blankets the civilization, isolating it from its 
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natural connections to its inner consciousness and spiritual levels, and this field system 

interfaces naturally with man’s existence and constitutes a holographic insert. 

Surveillance of the Illuminati is also blocked due to the cloaking effect, because it causes 

false readings. This 4th dimensional NET is said to be an astral mess. Holographic insert 

and astral mess, aligns with what I revealed last year, that the astral realm was a 

holograph. It is almost like a copy of here, but has noticeable distortions to detect where 

you are. It was fortified in 9558 BC and has since been progressively blocking all natural 

communications to and from Earth. Preparations have been made by the Anunnaki to 

lower the NET from D4 to D3, which will then form a frequency fence, and present easy 

control over the population during the ascension cycle of 2000-2017. To my 

understanding that netting was removed over several years leading up to 2017, in 

observation mode it looked like a white woven mesh over the planet.  

 

During the Luciferian Rebellion, 25,500 BC, the Jehovian Anunnaki created the Dove 

and Olive Branch APIN and installed the Serpent. They also hijacked the Golden Eagle, 

and reset it to run on reversed current in opposition to the organic blueprint and 

connected it to the NDC-grid, and then renamed it the White Eagle. The Golden Eagle 

was meant to symbolize a free America, instead the bald Eagle became the corrupted 

mascot. Continuous raids are carried out by the numerous competing alien groups to take 

over the APINs of the Founders, using scalar sonic pulses to block and reverse the natural 

energy currents, and to expand their own systems. These APIN's can also cause serious 

Earth disruptions. The Dove APIN runs off parallel Earth and operates on a D 7-9-11 

reverse current, creating a reverse spin to the planet. It can send subsonic pulses to 

precise targets and be used as a weapon, as can the Falcon and Phoenix. The Dove also 

has, seven Jehovian seals which are huge pylon selenite rods, seeded into the Earth’s 

grids at selected points down the East coast of America, corresponding to seven of the 

twelve stargate seals. These Jehovian seals are referred to as hyper-dimensional cones, 

which are standing wave conical scalar wave clusters, manifesting in the rods. The Dove 

uses trumpet pulse technology and connects Earth via the HD-C links to the Phantom 

Matrix. This was not fully operational until the creation of the Phoenix wormhole in 

10,500 BC. The effects of these pylons is to create cracks in the time wall between Earth 

and Phantom, producing seven siphoning channels, and can be used as ultra low-

frequency transmitters. This can transmit whole objects or people, etc. through a hyper-

dimensional field to the Phantom matrix.  
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The APINs and their characteristics uncover some of the deceptive conceptual and verbal 

coding in the Bible, in particular, Revelations. For example, the intent of the invader ET's 

was to destroy the 12D Earth portal, the heart of the White Lion, and thus tame the Lion, 

and hence: The Lion lies down with the lamb, the heart being likened to the lamb. 

Interesting they liken those with a heart as sheep, something these dark forces are 

incapable of, having a heart. The White Lion when operating fully is so pure and golden, 

and is transmitting from the 12D Lyra Stargate. The Golden Eagle was taken over and 

named the White Eagle and combined with the Dove APIN, and we have: The Eagle flies 

with the Dove. The four horsemen of the Apocalypse refers to the technological 

subterfuge, of reversing the currents from seven of these Earth stargate portals or energy 

centers, during the Stella Activation Cycles 2000-2017 by means of the Jehovian seals. 

Angels, trumpets and the Beast are advanced technologies. The seven angels of the seven 

churches refer to the seven Jehovian seals, and the pylons as the seven candlesticks which 

are the seven churches. Perhaps that is why the religious ceremonies all include lighting 

the candles, the major one being the Menorah. Angel is the code name for the advanced 

technology of the hyper-dimensional cones seeded in the Earth’s grid. These writings are 

clearly the machinations of the fallen ET's. The Phantom Matrix is a slow-acting black 

hole system referred to in the Bible as the bottomless pit, Hell and Hades.  

 

The Four Faces of Man Lemuria Pylon Implant Network has been referred to as, the 

Guardians of the four corners and Angels of the four directions. Its four heads are 

anchored in by sound pillars, in recognition of the Founder’s creation of the Four Faces 

of Man, the Easter Island heads were built by ancient Indigo Maji descendants. This 

LPIN, created between 22,500 BC and 22,326 BC, was designed to restore the 12D 

blueprint of Earth and prevent fall of Earth into the Phantom Matrix. At the last planetary 

time cycle, intruder Anunnaki raided Earth and prevented this LPIN from activating 

during the ascension cycle. Thus, it was rescheduled for 2012, it began its first activation 

cycle in 2001 and the final 12th cycle in 2003, bringing the Great White Lion and Golden 

Eagle on line. The Four Faces of Man is designed utilizing such high frequencies that the 

fallen ET's can’t handle those energies. Perhaps we can increase the frequency and get rid 

of the hide and seek people, once and for all. The global picture presented here, though of 

considerable magnitude, only encompasses our planetary locality. For example, the 

Founder’s Four Faces of Man LPIN is in three sets of the four faces. One full set is an 

extension of the Earth LPIN connecting higher aspects of Earth, on the planets Tara and 

Gaia. The second set is another Four Faces of Man LPIN on parallel Earth, parallel Tara, 

parallel Gaia, and the third set on Inner Earth and connecting to its higher planets Inner 
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Tara and Gaia. Hence the statement the Guardians of the 12 pillars, three sets of four 

faces and sound pillars. The Four Faces of Man is the most extensive in space time, but 

some of the others have connections to parallel Earth.  

 

The Blue Oxen called the Sacred Cow was installed in 22,500 BC covering the whole of 

India, which was a specialized interplanetary network and runs on a D12 current. The 

specialized feature allows Earth to connect to a different time matrix, and this process is 

called the Trans-Harmonic Time Cycle to enable Earth to enter a different time 

continuum, preventing it from being drawn into the Phantom Matrix. In 22,236 BC it was 

expanded but in 10,500 BC it was taken over. Since then The Blue Oxen has been 

reclaimed and restored to Kristiac outcome, then activated by the return of the Amethyst 

Order, and the corrected 5D-6D-7D fire letter sequences that they have brought with 

them. It has been revealed that the Sirian Blue humans and the Amethyst Order, joined 

together to build this planetary network to run base 12 current, to protect the Michael-

Mary heart twinning into sacred union, and help protect the Asia-India grids from being 

overtaken by the Dragon Moth Grid.  

 

The Phoenix wormhole was created in 10,500 BC in the time wall by the Pleiadian-

Niburian Anunnaki. It was anchored into Earth, with the White Eagle, the NDC-grid, and 

the NET, through stargate 4 at Giza, Egypt, and links to the phantom Nibiru in the 

Phantom Matrix. This would cause fallen portions of Earth to form an inhabitable moon 

around planet phantom Nibiru. The Phoenix APIN runs East on a line through Giza and 

Iran, the heart is stargate 4 in Abadan, Iran. The Drakonian's and Zeta Rigelian's then 

copied the Phoenix with their Falcon wormhole, intending to take over the Phoenix as the 

full Falcon APIN was installed. The Philadelphia Experiment of 1943 expanded this 

wormhole port interface system, which runs on reverse D10 current and connects Earth to 

Phantom Earth. The UIR aims to use it to take over the Dragon APIN during 2000-2017. 

The Dove APIN was linked to the White Eagle and connected to the Phoenix. In 1951, 

the Jehovian-Anunnaki Dove collective made a deal with the Andromie Anunnaki to 

combine the Dove and White Eagle, to open the Phoenix wormhole and take over the 

Falcon wormhole, but they failed. However, in 1972 it was achieved by the Pleiadian-

Nibiruian Anunnaki group that controlled Phoenix and the Serpent. Since the year 2000 

the combined forces of the Falcon, Phoenix, Serpent, Dragon, including the Dove and the 

Eagle, formed the UIR the United Invader Resistance.  
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The Philadelphia Experiment of 1943 the Zeta Rigelians created holes in the NET, 

providing them with a gateway into our space to bring in their ships. The Dracos-Zeta 

alliance was formed when Zeta groups came under the control of the Draco's. They 

covertly influenced humans in 1983 at Montauk to do another experiment in addition to 

the 1943 experiment, to create another rip in space time to bring in their ships and 

recreate their frequency fence for their mutation agenda. Remember in the movie soldiers 

came back in 1983? now you know why, the biblical 40 years again.  

 

The Guardians continue to attempt removal of the NET but with only partial success, ET 

factions have united to be more effective against the Guardians. Through treaties, the 

Anunnaki have permitted the Guardians minor use of limited frequency bands of the NET 

for communication purposes. The NET has enabled ET's to control science’s progress, by 

subliminal inspiration communicated to appropriate Illuminati members to provide 

suitable technologies for the ET’s agenda. Thus many electrical inventions have been 

inspired to enable the lowering of the NET into 3D, to interface with our electrical 

technology including the wiring cages in homes. One ponders whether the Israeli smart 

meters are part of that system? The Zeta-Rigelian and Niburuian Anunnaki collaborated 

in preparation for lowering the NET to form the frequency fence in 3D. In 1998 the NET 

was interfaced with the Montauk facility. In 2014 it was found running plasma 

technology up to 8D, in late 2014 it the Montauk facility was outer faced and ended. 

THIS IS THE HUNT  

 

ABOUT US: The FA Ratio is the Jha-fa ratio which corresponds to the Jha-FA void 

where creation comes into materialization. The Ascension or the Awakening is 3D 

Conscious recognition, which is the 3D Integration of Super Consciousness Dimensions 

4-5-6 with HU-1 of Dimensions 1-2-3. HU-1 is Earth humans. Dimension 1 is 3D Sub 

Conscious and 3D data storage. Dimension 2 is 3D Instinct and 3D data relay, the realm 

of the bio-human bots. Dimension 3 is 3D Reasoning and 3D data assimilation, 

translation and manifestation. Dimensions 4-5-6 is 3D Super Consciousness, and 3D 

Creative Intelligence behind the experience templates and the manifestation of identities 

in HU-1 of Dimensions 1-2-3. Harmonic Universe-1 HU-1 identities have free will, and 

can override impulses or signals sent to it by HU-2 Super Consciousness, which are for 

the HU-1 identity’s greatest fulfillment. These are messages sent to your brain, often it 

can be disaster events, and it is up to the individual to accept or deny it. Not stating I do 

not consent, implies you are consenting to the action or events presented. The Eiradonis 

is the embodied Spirit, as long as it is with the body you have a full living spirit. The 
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HaRa Krysta chamber is a vertical chamber it connects to the core flows of the spirit 

body. The Core Lava currents, the first 7 core currents that come out into manifestation 

from the spirit body. The ELum Eradhona body is the Cosmic spirit body. The Rasha 

body is a dark matter body that exists between the Spirit body and the Light body. It's 

structure connects the Etora and Adora sides, through the core Allurean Chambers. 

Allurea is the first eye of god, which is the eye of Etora and Edora. The tunnel of love is 

the lava of Allurea. With the Rasha body you can glide, which is similar to bi-location, 

gliding involves you only projecting your consciousness and not the physical atomic 

structure. Luma Eterna or the Krystar entity is the manifest body of Source. A Rishi is a 

term for an accomplished and enlightened person, like the volhkvs. It is said to derive 

from the word Rish meaning to see, so rishi means I see, a seer.  

 

This will explain the 5 Matrices and it's purpose, and the functions of each grouping. 

The Mind/Entity Matrix is structured into 15-Dimensions which are grouped into 5-

Harmonic Universes, with 3 Dimensions per Universe. The Harmonic Universe Matrix 

contains within each matrix three distinct traits connected within that particular subset. 1. 

The Dimension numbers 2.The type of Mind for the respective Dimensions. 3. The Mind 

Representation  

 

1. The Incarnate Matrix Tauren D1-D2-D3 Subconscious-Instinct-Reasoning Individual 

Mind or Personal Logos.  

 

2. The Soul Matrix Dora D4-D5-D6 The Astral-Archetypal-Celestial Mind The Race 

Mind a Super-Consciousness and a Collective Logos.  

 

3. Oversoul Matrix Teura D7-D8-D9 The Ketheric-Monodic-Keriatric mind A Planetary 

Mind and Logos. So essentially the Dora Teura plates known as CDT, where teaching of 

4-9D.  

 

4. The Dolar Matrix Avatar D10-D11-D12 Christiac-Buddhiac-Nirvanic Mind A Galactic 

Mind and a Solar Logos.  

 

5. The Reshi Matrix Solar D13-D14-D15 Pariticum-Paritiki-Paritika Mind The Universal 

Mind and Logos. Dimensions-16 and above are free from Space-Time, and are known 

as One Mind-Creative Core or Cosmic Mind/Logos. It is also known as Geomancy 
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Yunasai Matrix. Outside of space time we have covered last year, achievable when 

certain types of travel are accomplished.  

 

The Phantom Matrix is a lower formation of the lower frequencies and fragmentation of 

our 12D time matrix, manifesting as a separate entity. All brought about by repeated 

abuse from advanced scalar-pulse technologies 250 billion years ago, and resulting in an 

11D black-hole system. The Guardians immediately secured the separation by means of 

the time wall, to keep out the invader ET's and prevent further fall of our matrix.  

 

The CDT plates are presented to the races of our 15 dimensional Time Matrix, by the 

Density-5 of Dimensions 13-15, by the Elohei-Elohim-Emerald Order, Seraphei-

Seraphin-Gold Order and Braha-Rama-Amethyst Order. The 3 primary Founders Races 

in our Time Matrix.  

 

ABOUT EARTH: The mention earlier of a potential future cataclysmic event is related to 

this next piece. There is a 4D Earth parallel to our 3D Earth, where the interior govt has 

done a deal with the Draco’s etc. The frequency fence and other rogue technologies has 

already been established there. Basically, the humans there have all become programmed 

zombies, the approximate future year for this event in 3D year is 2976AD. A major 

project to correct this is, to disconnect this current 3D Earth co-ordinates from the 4D 

Earth time-matrix and then shift it. As the 4D Earth when it blows up will cause major 

problems in our sector of the universe, and will stop 4D Earth from accessing 3D Earth. 

The reasoning behind it is, because that 4D Earth are planning to use the time-portals, to 

dispose or dump off their nuclear waste into our 3D Earth. What would happen here is, 

our nuclear reactors will melt-down, overload and cause a chain-reaction. Our scientists 

won’t understand as to what is going on, as the amount of waste coming out of our 

reactors, won’t add up to the amount of power-output or source materials. Chernobyl 

anyone? Fukishima? both were cleaned up by light forces soon after the events. Zero 

gravity is where manifestation thrusts outwards and the Spirit pulls backwards, then Zero 

G-Force is reached. Kind of explains the big bang in an overview way. Zero G-Force is a 

still point state that allows transcendent experiences to initiate, hence the floating in space 

experience.  

 

THE ZETA AND INTERIOR GOVERNMENT: The Zeta and the Interior 

Government have programmed the masses into fear and disbelief, keep everyone in the 

dark and disempower the people. Keep humans ignorant, too busy or complicated to 
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disempower them, and not allow humans to work it out, awakening from their comatose 

slumber, that makes things and humans easier to control and manipulate. Our biggest 

threat is manipulation and exploitation by forces, the majority don’t even know exist. 

They deny the people the knowledge that would better direct their own lives, health and 

economic standing or protection. But, we at THI have gone some way to correcting those 

denials of knowledge, and also the ways of self improvement and empowerment. Not 

elevating each other means you are helping the dark forces. The Zeta’s have a problem 

which they are trying to work out, and humans are one of their main resources, 

commodities and solutions to their dire circumstance. The Zeta have successfully 

interbred with human females, and are cultivating these hybrids to engage Earth in 400-

500 years in our future. Which ties into the time of the Anti Matter reverse cycle. 

Subconscious symbol codes are contained within the human DNA, and these can be 

manipulated and or used for implant of sensual deception. Impulse DNA codes can be 

manipulated and 3D realities over-laid. I guess the Covid jabs makes more sense now, 

reality overlays via frequencies again. It will only work mainly on the bots, who are the 

main component of this system of control. People don't like me saying that, but I am 

sorry it is the truth. You cannot have less than 1% of beings running the other 99+% 

without complicity by the majority. You can have that system under armed guard or 

invasion, but most of us are not under that threat or situation. Which then leaves the 

masses complying to administer their control of us all. If you wish to hear the truth, that 

is it, the non thinking, comply to everything people are the problem on this planet. 

The interior govt is using the Zeta for it’s own need or greed, and they are withholding 

technology and medicine from them. On the other hand, currently on Zeta, they have 

access to the Time-portals and they are withholding it from the interior govt, who are 

trying to get their hands on it. One main project being co-implemented is a frequency 

fence to control mental and emotional forces. Which was covered in both The Matrix and 

Stargate 1 series, like the medias giant green screen, also shown in the Matrix series. The 

Renegade Zeta wish to severe us from our connection to the Soul Matrix source, and 

replace it with a false matrix, and the Frequency Fence is part of this. If that unfolds is, 

memories will get replaced by false memories. But, sometimes subjects have a re-

collection of covered up memories as these bleed through, usually those that have 

undergone those frequencies are regarded as mentally unstable or schizophrenic. Which 

confirms what I have said in the shows that, mental patients are actually host possessed, 

either by beings or technology. When a planet/system gets blown out of the grid of it’s 

soul matrix, the system falls into digressing a finite supply of energy and evolutionary' 

paths.  
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The Stella Activation Cycle or the Ascension wave cycle. The Earth Tara grid to merge 

with ours in 3-4 generations after the year 2012. The 1st wave ascension is 2012-2072. 

The 2nd wave is scheduled for 4230AD. Humans who can assemble their 4th DNA 

strand can ascend in the 1st wave providing your chakras are intact. The chakras are 

linked to the Gate you will travel through to the higher dimensions, if not, you will be 

stuck in the re-incarnation cycle, until the 2nd wave scheduled in 4230AD. The 7th Root 

Race and the 7th Cloister Race will emerge after the Taran and Earth grids merge, this is 

known as the 5th world by the Native American's. At present the 6th root race is just 

beginning the 3rd wave. The 7th race cycle will assemble the DNA strand 6. The 

7th Root race do not die, nor do they physically breed and can travel time. Many of the 

ET visitors are 7th race relatives from the Tara future timeline. MOVE ON  

 

There are two types of Hybrids. 1. The Whites which are close to human biology. 2. 

The Blues and Browns which are dwarfs, they have no real intelligence and are just 

workers or guard soldiers usually found in proximity to the White Hybrids. 

The Borendt are known as the Hybrid whites, through fetal transplants. They will in the 

future serve as the teachers or the helpers, they have the ability to link minds. They can 

be trusted as you will not find them working with the un-enlightened Zeta.  

 

Here is a list of Hybrid Races: The Zeta-Reticuli: Insectoid, Short Greys, several other 

types of insectoid forms, originally from the planet Apaxein-Lau, now on Phantom Earth 

and various other systems. Though technologically and intellectually astute, the Zeta-

Reticuli generally do not possess the spiritual development necessary to forge strong 

bonds of brotherhood with other life forms. Like humans, the Zeta also are evolving. The 

Zeta-Reticuli are indeed real, and physical in terms of biological form. They are not from 

our planetary system, but they have a working knowledge of the Time Portal System in 

our 3rd-dimension. It is the Zeta-Reticuli and affiliated groups, such as the reptilian 

Draco's, that have been in contact with our government, and are responsible for the 

UFO/alien abduction phenomena.  

 

The Rutilia an insectoid-reptilian, a Zeta-Dracos hybrid, the primary go-betweens in 

Zeta-Futczhi/human relations. They served as infiltrates within the Interior Government, 

and continued to secretly motivate humans to continue helping them fulfill their old 

agenda. Rutilia are those beings referred to by the government as EBE’s - Extraterrestrial 

Biological Entities. They closely resemble the Greys, but usually have a lighter gray to 
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gray-white complexion, and more pronounced ridging at the rear of the skull. The crash 

site just three miles from here as the crow flies, deposited EBE's. I would presume that 

was them.  

 

The Zeta-Rigelian, an Insectoid-reptilian, or the Tall Greys, an aggressive Omicron-

hybrid from planet Rigel in Orion. They are members of Drakonian-Orion Confederation 

administration that enslaved the Zeta-Reticuli. In 1983 there was the Rigelian-Andromie 

Alliance. They work with the Drakonian Necromiton-Andromies, some Omicron-

Drakonian/Odedicron-Reptilian factions, the Big Brother Drac World Management Team 

Illuminati. They joined the United Intruder Resistance 2000 AD with the Necromiton-

Andromies.  

 

The Azazael the blue-human-reptile, a Omicron-Zephelium hybrid from Bellatrix.  

 

The Thoth-Enki-Zephelium: A Zeta-Reticuli-Amealian-Anunnaki hybrid, from the 

Nibiruian Anunnaki collective of Nibiru and Sirius A. The once trusted Anu-Seraphim 

Anunnaki members of the Emerald Covenant since 246,000BC. They defected from the 

Emerald Covenant in 22,340 BC, to join the Lucifer Rebellion Anu-Seraphim Anunnaki 

and the world dominion agenda. Most of the humans who have fallen into using or 

teaching the Nibiruian Reverse-Merkaba, have been covertly set up by the Thoth-Enki-

Zephelium or the Alpha-Omega Templar Melchizedek Anunnaki races to propagate this 

Base-11-Reverse Merkaba perversion. Most, but not all, human teachers of Merkaba do 

not realize that they have been deceived in this way, and are not intentionally bringing 

harm to their students, the teachers themselves are being victimized and deceived by 

Fallen Angelic contacts. As I mentioned in Part 3, we cannot trust Merkabas, they are a 

closed system technology and too few of us know their real origin or purpose. They are 

the Race host of the Density-2 Nibiruian Lulitan Lucifer family line. Where part of the 

Egyptian Invasion in 8,400 BC with their Bruah-Atlantis Annu-Melchizedeks, they 

raided Egypt from Sumeria, overthrowing Serres-Egyptian Pre-dynastic Grail King lines 

as the Osirus King line.  

 

The Kurrendara, a hominid Orange Zeta, Dracos-Anunnaki-Zeta Rigelian hybrid, on 

planet Nibiru.  

 

The Adalphi, a hominid Blue Zeta, Andromie-Necromiton-Zeta-Rigelian hybrid, on 

planet Alpheratz, Andromeda.  
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False creeds and the distortions and texts. The Zeta-Rigelian Agendas: MJ-12, The Nazi 

Zeta Treaties, The Thule Society, Allister Crowley and Zeta-Talk. ZetaTalk was an 

apocalyptic alien-contactee cult started in the mid-1990s by Nancy Lieder. Lieder claims 

she is a contactee, and received messages from the Zeta Reticuli system through an 

implant in her brain. She states that an object would impact Solar System in May 2003, 

causing Earth to undergo a physical pole shift that would destroy most of humanity. 

Similar disaster scenarios involved Planet X, Comets and 2012 would bring an end to us 

all, it didn't. Other elements of the Zeta Rigelian agendas include something more 

familiar to this series, The Black Sun cult. The Golden Dawn, is another of their cults. 

The Enochian Watchtowers metaphysical cults, remember the book called The 

Watchtower? Connected to the Freemasons, OTO and other Lodges. Watchtowers are 

very important to the very highest Freemasons. The highest secret knowledge of many 

Masonic rites including such rites as the Scottish Rite, the Rite of Memphis, the Rite of 

Mizraim, etc. is concentrated in a high level group of Illuminati. One group of the 

Illuminati is the O.T.O, meaning Ordo Templi Orientis The Order of Oriental Templars. 

Its members also have been referred to as the Great White Brotherhood or Atlantean 

Adepts, and have worked with the Bnai Brith. They are not the Great White Brotherhood, 

who are connected to the URS and Rus. There are four separate groups of OTO lodges, 

each contains hard core occultists. The OTO Illuminati teach their select group of 

initiates Hermetic Science occult knowledge, magick called Holy Magick of Light, 

Mysticism, and Yoga of all forms. Other shenanigans the Zetas are responsible for is 

Pagan teaching distortions, The Philadelphia Experiment and The Montauk Project, 

Montauk Boys.  

 

Illuminati Royal Blood Lines: Atlantian | Zeta-Reticuli Agenda: Ezeural, the Beli-

Kadmon and the Atalan King line which is the Thoth-Enki-Zephelium-Anunnaki 

Nibiruian. Contemporary | Zeta-Reticuli Agenda: The Larsa King lines The 

Sumerian/Osirus King The Egyptian King lines the Nibiruian Anunnaki-hybrid. Atlantian 

| Zeta-Rigelian Agenda: Dragon King (Germanic) and the Human Tribe Infiltration 

group. Both of those groups have small ancestral lines in most human 12-Tribes, and 

contemporary abduction hybrids and clones of body-snatched human bodies.  

 

Dragon Moth or Omicron Draconian's are one of the factions behind the Orion Group, 

one of the intruder groups of the Negative Alien Agenda. Dragon Moth sources from 

mainly around Alnitak around the Orion’s belt areas. Dragon Moth entities are extremely 
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vicious and violent, and are behind most of the militant and terrorist activities in the areas 

of the planet that correspond to the Iraq and Iran Gate. The Islamic extremist factions 

observed in the Middle East, are culled and orchestrated in terrorism techniques primarily 

by the Omicron reptiles. The Dragon Moth are reptilian entities that exist extra-

dimensionally in bodies, that are animated and controlled by off planet Satanic forces 

from Orion, and their higher ups exist in the monadic planes or Gaian timelines. They 

manipulate time to extend their mind control terrorism to this timeline in the past, the 

earth timelines in matter. Manipulating time, which is why people need to go outside of 

time to connect with Source in a more truer way. Through ripping black holes in space 

time, they have been able to get closer to the earth plane through the Astral Plane. 

Another reason to do your shadow and inner work and get away from the Astral, unless 

you like meeting and greeting reptiles who don't like us. Events like the nuclear event in 

Fukushima, Japan create damage in the earth field which allows their forces to penetrate 

more deeply in areas they were not previously able to access directly. Also, they have 

been known to be hired as mercenaries for the Annunaki, who negotiate with them to 

help defend their territories particularly the ley lines in the United Kingdom 

around Stonehenge. These areas operate what is called the NRG which is the primary 

mind control grid, that operates the sexual misery program that harvests human sexual 

energies, and promotes the Victim-Victimizer software in order to enforce sexual misery 

in the human race. Dragon Moth are terrorist specialists in military strategy, and the 

Annunaki bargains with them for ley lines, or negotiates with them to get them to enforce 

militant control over areas, with targeting versions of psychotronic warfare in the 

demographic area. Where there is terrorist sleepers, human people or ex-military 

personnel that just start shooting or killing randomly, this is generally a Dragon Moth-

Omicron operation. Dragon Moth Omicrons started to place their alien machinery in the 

planet at the time of the Nephilim Wars, when the Annunaki began to negotiate with 

the Orion Group, because they needed military support to take over the Earth and the 

parallels. Approximately 75,000 BC, at the time of this conflict of the Nephilim on the 

earth, they installed the Dragon Grids. The Dragon Grid has its top part running in 

Siberia, Russia and the main body extends through Asia, Middle East and into North 

China and into Japan. These agendas run parallel with the Alpha Omega agenda, the 

Armageddon Software, are referred to as Dragon agendas. Which is a subsidiary agenda 

to ride the coat tail of the Armageddon Software, to achieve their own dominion over 

the Dragon Grid in the Asian area. The Dragon Grid, The Dragon Agenda is all 

connected to the Dragon Moth entities of the Orion Group. This is why the Dragon 

agenda supports the Armageddon scenario into World War 3, they believe they will get 
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their Dragon Grid completely activated and controlled if WW3 was instigated. They push 

that to happen through world terrorism and Transhumanism.  

 

Rebel Drakonians aimed to defeat both the Guardians and the UIR in the 2000-2017 final 

battle, that failed badly for them. Which may well have involved the failed attempt to rip 

a wormhole from here to the Galactic Core, via the CERN program. That was stopped 

late August 2015. In late 2017 the "Machine" with 12 cords to here was cut off and 

returned to Source.  

 

The main groups of Negative Aliens, the Annunaki, Drakonians and Necromitons that 

source out of the Phantom Matrix spaces in the parallel systems, formed alliances with 

the Fallen Angelic Annunaki Groups to take control over the Earth. These groups used 

technology to open wormholes, that were blended together to create the power required to 

attempt to pull the Earth body into the Black Hole System leading into the phantom 

matrix where they exist, and then they could gain total control over the planet and 

humanity. The parallel system of which these entities came from is called the Wesa 

system. This is a universal time matrix and its parallel of which many of the Anunnaki 

and their hybrids originate from the Wesedak system, while the Drakonian's species are 

coming from antiparticle universe called the Wesedrak system.  They joined together to 

run energetic reversals in the planet in order to realign the Earth with their system, 

through the wormholes and black hole system they created for that purpose. They joined 

with the Fallen Angelics to counteract and destroy the Christiac Human Guardian 

Race, for control and domination of this Time Vector in this Universal Time Matrix. 

These are also called the Black Suns or Black Sun Agenda. The Reptile Insectoid 

Collective: Dragon Moth from Orion Black hole system. Necromiton beetle hominid, 

Men in Black from Nibiruian lines. Marduk Omicron from Alpha Centuari. Centaur 

Hybrids from Omega Centauri. Zeta from Rigel. Zeta from Zeta Reticuli.  

 

Zeta Drakonian Agendas: The most aggressive and violent of the Zeta groups are those 

that come from the star system Rigel. They are extremely dangerous to humans as they 

endorse aggressive genocidal and eugenicist agendas to takeover the Earth, and present 

themselves as Guardians or benevolent humanoids, in order to seduce Earth humans to 

further their invasion and hybridization agendas. They generally prefer to use 

a Nordic blond fair skinned human body, or a Tall White when they are masquerading as 

a human being. I can think of two prominent people who fits those archetypes. Therefore, 

they are known to be one of the most hostile of the NAA intruding entity groups, they can 
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shape-shift into appearing human like, they are placed in the category of Hostile Alien 

Visitors. HEAVEN & HELL  

 

Lets find out who the off world players are, in a sort out meet but not greet way currently, 

although one hopes adult minds will prevail in the future. The Zeta-Reticuli: Reptilian-

like, little greys with black eyes, a different sub-species can be Brown/Blue/Silver. Zeta 

are not very skilled at shape-shifting, and may use frequency modulation tactics to 

scramble brainwave patterns. This is similar to the bigfoot or yeti, it via frequencies can 

change it's appearance to the viewer. Odd odors or out of normality may indicate this 

activity. This next tidbit may disturb some listeners given the political landscape of 

Carbon reduction. Because carbon is toxic to the Zeta biology. Zeta have tendency to 

appear as Angels or Saints and playing upon core religious beliefs. The Zeta/Draco 

control the interior underground Government. That is the One World Government we 

have spoken about in the past, they won't be lasting like the surface One World rubbish 

either. What part of it, is not your planet do you not get? Act right, behave and come and 

be a part of radical changes that improves life for us all here, if not it's bye bye time, and 

bye bye to time.  

 

The Zeta Reticuli system was covered in the first Alien film plus its prequel, Prometheus. 

It has gained a strange sort of fame as the home of the aliens who visit Earth to 

abduct humans. The evidence was a star map drawn from memory by Betty Hill, who 

claimed to have been kidnapped by these Zetas in 1961. Project Serpo done by Project 

Camelot and Avalon, both of those names are programs of the CIA I might add, was also 

based on Zeta Reticuli, all of which was covered by Kerry Cassidy, Bill Ryan and Linda 

Moulton Howe. All of which was later de-bunked. Zeta are a Fallen Angelic race, that is 

part of the Fallen Seraphim Lyra Vega/Apexian-Lau collective. The Zeta races are a 

plethora of zoological wonders representing various sub-species within an ET inter-

dimensional race. Their primary race strain being the blue faced Zephelium, who are the 

administrators and directors of the lower ranking sub-species of Zeta. All Zeta emerge 

from the Zephelium, a tall bipedal blue-skinned Insectoid-Reptilian-Serpent seed race, 

with many strains. In recent times the Zeta races began interacting with Earth around 

World War I, and by World War II they had established covert treaties with both the Nazi 

and Allied governments. Through which they were entitled to abduction 

experimentation rights on the unwitting public, in exchange for their weapons 

technologies. Since the 1980s the Zeta have joined forces with their ancient adversaries, 

the Dracos, a reptilian hybrid race whose ancestry is also traced to the Orion star system, 
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with a common hidden objective of claiming sovereignty over the Earth. The Zeta opened 

the Earth Phantom Falcon Wormhole 1903-1916 raided by Zeta-Rigelians, the Pleiadian-

Nibiruian Samjase-Luciferian/Thoth-Enki-Zephelium allies. Most accepted 1983-1984 

the Emerald Covenant Amnesty Redemption Contracts, and some joined the Pleiadian-

Nibiruian Anunnaki to escape the Zeta-Rigelians. Those members that the left joined 

the Zeta-Pleiadian-Nibiruian-Anunnaki, or Pleiadian-Nibiruian Coalition, and some the 

Guardian Alliance as an Emerald Covenant refugee. There are various sub-species of the 

Zeta prototype, some more hybrid like in appearance, some resembling other forms not at 

all organic to our system. There are lizard like Zeta in numerous colorings and sizes. 

There are Zeta that more closely resemble our insect kingdoms, particularly that of the 

arachnid, spider-like though somewhat larger than our earthly versions. Other types of 

Zeta have been described by our witnesses as blues, browns and silvers, all of which 

possess some human-like or dwarflike characteristics, who represent a group of Zeta 

mutations created through their genetic engineering experiments. The Zeta are a 

fragmented species and their customs and policies differ widely among the various 

groups. The Zeta groups come to us for numerous reasons, some of them to benefit 

humankind, the more spiritually advanced groups. I think some of them are known here 

as the Ant people. Others to study us for their own purposes, these are the ones mostly 

responsible for our reports of negative or harmful alien encounters. Both groups possess 

technology and operational knowledge of reality systems, far superior to that of the 

human race at this time. They understand multidimensionality to a large degree, and are 

avid users of the Time Portal Systems of the third dimension. Their sciences are built 

upon this knowledge, and thus there is much humankind could learn from the Zeta. The 

Zeta possess physically solid three-dimensional vessels, but only the smallest ones have 

ever approached Earth's atmosphere. However, as they know the mechanics of the Time 

Portal System, they are able to place their vessels just outside of the frequency bands that 

constitute our three-dimensional system. They are able to establish holding patterns 

between dimensions, and thus can become invisible to our system at will. The Zeta also 

have the ability to use the Dimensional Lock System to some degree, and are able to 

appear in some of the adjacent dimensions. They originate from our three-dimensional 

system in a different time continuum than our present reality. Though possessing 

knowledge far superior to our own, the Zeta do not have a full understanding of the 

Dimensional Lock System, nor have they mastered the Time Portal Systems of adjacent 

dimensions. The Zeta races were involved with the Atlantean 3rd seeding and Atlanian 

2nd seeding Earth cultures, and for a time colonized Mars. The Zeta groups share a 

common interest in possessing Earth to facilitate the continuation of their races’ 
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evolution. The Zetas’ original plan was born out of their need to retain control of a future 

human society. In the future of Earth, between 4230 AD and 6443 AD, the Zeta/Draco's 

alliance has successfully overtaken the human world culture in that time period. These 

events are taking place now, in that future time-space coordinate. In order for the Zetas to 

retain control over that society, they have traveled backward through time to Earth’s 

present. Humanity’s upcoming opportunity for accelerated evolution during this 

current Ascension cycle, possesses a direct threat to the Zetas’ ability to retain control of 

that future human society. If 8% of present day humans are able to successfully take this 

evolutionary leap, the humans of 4230 AD-6443 AD will be set free from the Zeta 

Collective Mind Frequency Fence, through which they are presently controlled in their 

space-time coordinate. In this future period, Muvarians and descendants of present 

human races, are kept from ascension and evolution to higher consciousness, by a seal the 

Zetas placed within their fourth DNA strand. The Zeta Seal stopped the fifth DNA strand 

from plugging into the lower strands, so these future soul essences are trapped within 

Tara’s first time cycle in the D-4 astral planes. The planets they inhabit are: Rigel 

Orion Phantom, Bellatrix Orion, Alnitak known as Zeta Orionis, Nibiru, Andromeda, 

Earth Phantom and various other locations.  

 

Un-enlightened Zeta are not evil monsters per se, they act in ignorance, they are a very 

fragmented race in fear of extinction, and they are trying to find a solution to their 

demise. Earth Humans are just a resource for the taking, in their eyes. Zeta collapsed the 

time-portal surrounding their home planet, and are thus cut of from Source. They are 

dying and they hope to re-graft themselves by utilizing us. They see no point in trying to 

come to some agreement or cooperation with humans. As their study of us and our 

behavior towards our own people, planet, plant or animal kingdom, tells them that we 

cannot cooperate or reach agreement without war and bloodshed. That is a problem we 

can correct and provide a platform away from Government, Military and Agency clowns 

intent only on acquiring weapons to fight more wars.  

 

Aethian: These are like the big version of the stick praying-Mantis insects. They assist 

humans with Zeta encounters, and usually whitish or golden in color. They are said to 

work for peace and brotherhood. Their queen if it is the same species is not very 

accommodating in my opinion, but also welcome to have that opinion changed. They are 

superior to the Zeta’s in technology and spirituality.  
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The Zionites: are a Zeta/Human/Aethien breed with positive Zeta’s which work in non-

violation of the brotherhood. They are cultivated time travelers. It is said that the bulk 

majority of the Zeta are enlightened, and working with brotherhood, only a minority are 

in violation. I have great difficulty in believing something with that name is beneficially 

personally. Yes, in all species there are good and bad, but Zionists have wreaked havoc 

on this planet in our reality to trust this group in any way. But, I will not dismiss it 

entirely as, words, names and groups have been corrupted and reversed upon us, for 

example, the Swastika. The Zionites were involved with ancient Egypt and the Sumerian 

cultures. The Zionites went back in time and gave humans the Silicate Matrix or Crystal 

Gene, this contains the full 12-DNA code, not all humans carry this code. For those that 

do, it needs to be activated by your own soul development here, this is known as junk-

DNA. Junk? oh dear, if only more people realized what is in the so called junk DNA, 

riches and treasures of unimaginable proportions.  

 

Ranthia / Rhanthunkeana: This is a new name to me although their descriptions means I 

have encountered this type many times. Said to be from distant stars and responsible for 

the many of the Crop Circles. They play a role as Guardians and Protectors. They appear 

to us as spherical light formations, and they use dream or altered states to communicate. 

Ranthia do not interfere, they must be invited.  

 

UPDATE: We are on the KrystalBridge fail-safe host 900 year ascension path as stated 

by Ashayna Deane & the team. This is a slightly modified but accelerated outcome, 

compared to the standard 'Bridge Zone' project revealed with Ashayana's transcriptions 

from the Guardian Alliance. Due to ongoing Fallen Angelic invasions and the antics with 

this Invisible War that is going on, Earth is currently occupied by a group called the 

Fatale, who have successfully infiltrated via bodysnatching, and are responsible for the 

current Covid-19 pandemic. They have taken lead with the United Intruder resistance, 

and are the worst from the full fall matrix systems, and a force to be reckoned with. The 

outcome will be the same, between 2000-2017 Earth will make its transition from the 

present Fourth World of the D-3 Time cycle, into the Fifth World of the Bridge Zone and 

Taran ascension time cycles. Due to the Guardian’s Bridge Zone Project, the cataclysmic 

events originally associated with the end times prophecies have been largely avoided. 

Though there may still be warfare and geographical changes in some areas, the scale of 

these events will be much smaller than those foretold through the ancient prophecies. 

There will indeed be a cleansing as predicted by some Native American traditions. That 

is the wheat and chaffe I have explained in previous shows, not all will make this pass. 
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As the Earth separates into higher and lower vibrating particle bases, Bridge Zone Earth 

and Phantom Earth each will be cleansed of the other. Populations of the Bridge Zone 

Earth will rise to face a new dawn of evolution within the new Fifth World of 

enlightenment, progress and achievement. Those on Phantom Earth will not make this 

transition, and will remain within the digressing Fourth World evolutionary cycle of a 

descending Planet in the D-3 time continuum. I suspect that event is one of the worlds 

disappearing I received in vision mode back in 2014. This separation is allowing for 

those ready to move forward and not being held back by the masses, who remain as 

children being parented by others. We are currently going through the 7 years of 

tribulation mentioned in the bible which otherwise mentions the opening of the seals, 

trumpets and four horsemen. The trumpets are regressive ET scalar wave technologies 

that are shaped like a trumpet, that fire every year for seven years since Nov 2016 to help 

pull Earth into the full fall matrix via a wormhole. I suspect that was the trumpet like 

sounds heard around the world around that time period. It should be noted those sounds 

have not been reported for a few years, maybe that was since prevented. The Guardian 

Alliance Chevron Burst technologies are counteracting this, to allow the KrystalBridge 

zone timeline to be preserved, so those who choose the way of the Kryst will have an 

opportunity to align themselves with the positive timeline and experience ascension. 

Expect more rapid Earth changes as the two worlds split and the new old world, of how 

we used to live in harmony with nature and one another is restored. The way of organic, 

not the partially inorganic overlay frequencies they imposed on us. Protect your energy, 

work on clearing yourself and any distortion or mutations in your DNA and bio-field, so 

you start resonating with the Krystic timeline and organic energies. Yes, the shadow and 

inner work we must all do, yet so many neglect it and then lie to themselves and others. 

That behavior will be costly in the near and far future. Yes, it is all about the two worlds 

we have mentioned since 2015 on shows, and all about the clearing of your field, we have 

discussed many times in many shows. I'LL FIND MY WAY HOME  

 

SUMMARY: This has been a deep and fascinating series, and I want to thank Ashayne 

and her team for their efforts to get this information out. In many ways it was ahead of it's 

time, a vastly complexed set of data, involving multiple facets, species and topics. Many 

key parts has echoed parts of our shows, even though until February I had never accessed 

her material. Do I agree with all of it, no, like all information of this ilk it is based on 

opinions, and also experiences for some. The names change all too often, and the 

information is always stacked in terms of the victors. The dark forces denied us the 

knowledge, the modern fact checkers are doing the same thing, why? because they are 
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one and the same. There are elements of this series of the hint of a Savior program, the 

Guardian Alliance set up as the saviors, and yet as evidenced in the series, they made a 

number of catastrophic mistakes. Even Jesheua 12 appeared to abandon the people in a 

non personal overview, and is now working to just save Mary. Can that not be seen as 

service to self? indeed has that not been the problem all along with light or dark? Even 

the Founders started it all off with a split in the ranks, that still echoes the halls of 

darkness to this very day, and indeed 10K years into the future, which is actually the 

now. My takeaway from this is and I hope it is for you all, is that technology is far more 

capable and dangerous than you all imagined before these four parts. That must be a 

factor going forward in assessing what is unfolding, the same applies to wars on this 

planet. We are dealing with a hostile alien group here, causing mayhem and chaos in 

secrecy, and that is how they thrive. People have to put their adult pants and accept the 

reality, as dismissing or ignoring it has not served us well. We are in historic times for 

those who put the work in, validated by every show and have been for some time now, 

but we can't rest on our laurels. We have to dig deep for ourselves and each other, we 

have to build a new world from scratch, as the dark forces and off world running it 

previously have failed in truth, honor and integrity. And quite frankly I have had enough 

of the low vibration, bitterness, hatred, inequality, violence, slavery, ill health, education 

and not teaching, republics, democracies, left and right bird politics, ism's, debauchery, 

harvesting, division and being a pawn in a game stacked against us, by pathetic weak 

individuals who didn't even have the courage to show their faces. They Live indeed, well 

here is a choice for the faceless man, Cause if the face inside can't see the light, I know 

I'll have to walk alone, we the people will walk alone and wipe you off the face and 

below the Earth, enough is enough. We are the Guardians not you. You have a choice, all 

of you on, off and below, become a man and stand before us and lets get some adult 

dialogue going. Lets see how advanced you are? lets here your proposals for fixing this 

planet for us all? Lets hear how we can help you and you can help us? Being 

technologically advanced does not maketh the man or race, where are your inner 

technological advancements? Why can't you use your advancements to teach, help and 

support, not cheat, fight and destroy? Millions if not billions of years wasted, fighting, 

destroying, harvesting and where has that got you internally? Nowhere. Trillions of lives 

lost on all sides and for what? to say you have the biggest or most real estate? do you all 

realize how backwards and degrading of the self and the species that is? As above so 

below genetics and technology that can be used to benefit us all, turned into weapons of 

mass destruction, and you people think your advanced? turn it in. All have made 

mistakes, a true adult works to correct them, a child covers them up and lies. These are 
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lessons to be learned for us all, no matter what species or race you are. So, what are the 

solutions? well a few simple memes of The Peoples Club reveals that on a multitude of 

levels, that applies to the all, not just the varying different human races on this planet. 

Need not greed, caring and sharing, cooperative not comparative or competitive, that 

applies across the whole spectrum of life, solar and galactic systems and indeed the 

Universe. If you genuinely need genetics to improve or keep your species alive, why not 

ask for volunteers? there are many who with the full truth who would like to assist you. 

You will then get what you need not greed in a caring and sharing way, surely that is a 

better solution is it not? If you need minerals for your planet's needs not greed, why not 

ask and lets see if we can trade fairly, surely that is a better solution is it not? Teaching us 

the truth and ancient knowledge in an harmonic way, is surely a better solution is it not? 

Working, trading, visiting and discoursing together is a better solution is it not? We the 

people at The Peoples Club wish to start multiple rounds of adult talking to provide 

solutions for us all. It will not include Governments, Agencies, Militaries as most of them 

have been A: part of the problem and B: your installed puppets. Lets discourse together in 

a safe and adult way, lets learn to understand each other, lets learn to cooperate with each 

other, lets develop enough together and so the people see you in a different light. I know 

that bothers most of you, of what happens when the people find out? Well some of us 

have and we wish to meet and greet on an equal basis, with the knowledge this is our 

planet, we are the Guardians, and we wish to run it in a fair way and accommodating way 

for us all, including you. Everyone has done bad things, no matter who you are and yes 

some of your thinking and actions went to the extreme of cruelty, evil and darkness, but 

there is a solution to that also. As above so below, we can implement over time with 

shared discussions, a phased in policy of full Disclosure for a full Disclaimer of all past 

actions. We can wipe the slate clean and do the advanced adult thing and work to not 

only correct the past, but all of our futures. What an opportunity for us all that is, a fresh 

and new start, fresh and new ideas based on cooperative efforts on behalf of us all. An 

end to the win-lose duality, to a win win with the win and triality, which leads us all back 

to the original blueprint of, one on one with the one. One as a singular entity, has never 

worked over time, one as a collective as never been tried, that can and will work eternally 

over time, and out of time like never before. Hierarchy never works for the collective, lets 

all learn to be equals and quit this demeaning and lowering of other sparks of the Creator 

himself. It's an abomination of what life truly was meant to be, a wondrous experience for 

us all, not an existence until you die and repeat the same loop based cycle of strife over 

and over again. To the ET's, NT's and the Councils are you advanced enough to listen and 

act on this proposal? or will you continue the same old hide and seek program of 
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division, death and harvesting? What have you got to lose? your pride? your status? 

neither of those are important enough to not make this opportunity work. To the people of 

Earth, time to stand in your own power and sovereignty and not only claim this planet, 

but develop it in an extraordinary way that is all inclusive. You won't do that in low 

vibration, seeking parents and Savior programs via Governments and Religions, you can 

only do this by growing up and becoming an adult thinking based species. I will leave 

you all with a reminder of some of the pieces within our show. The illiterate for this 

century will not be like the last century, for those who couldn't read or write, the illiterate 

for this century will be those who cannot unlearn the lies, they have devoured in this and 

all other centuries. This century will unravel and unveil the lies, deceit and perpetrators of 

crimes against humanity, ignorance will be a choice, and not a statute or a regulation. 

Law like common sense will return to Rta again, all done in a nature-al or natural way. 

Immigration of the future will not be country to country, but from their world into ours. 

And the last piece is from the EBE who crashed just three miles from where I am sitting 

in 1948. Just try to accept we are in paradise when we are seeing and understanding 

something new, our god should be change, our religion should be understanding, 

searching for truth is our greatest social challenge and purpose. FACELESS MAN  

 

  

 

 


